
Please stand by for  realtime captions.  >> [Captioner needs access number  for 

conference call.  Please provide]] >> [Captioner on music hold, waiting  for 

event  to begin] >> Helping individuals and in Maryland  and  other states find 

ways to remain  in the community or  move from segregated settings to  more 

integrated  -- settings and we are thrilled  to have him speak on this call.  

This call will be put up  on the NDRN public page  soo if you think there are 

others who  may be interested in this or if  you would like to use it as a 

training  or social workers or other groups,  please note that you will be able  

to download the material and listen  to the full call at  any  time C now I 

would like to turn  it over to Zachary   

 

Thank  you, Elizabeth   

 

At NDRN , one of my  major responsibilities  is the  representative 

reviewproject. Before  coming to NDRN, I  worked  in Washington DC for several 

years on helpingg individuals with intellectual  disabilities transition back 

into  Washington DC  from facilities on  these coast  into Texas. That is where  

I adopted this person  centeredness and circles of support  and  micro-boards . 

Elizabeth  came in one  morning excited, she had been to  a conference on 

guardianship and  they had mentioned  micro-boards , and that is not something  

you hear every day and so I was  very excited that somebody  had mentioned 

micro-boards  and so I explained to her  my experience and she asked me if  that 

was something I would be interested  in and I said absolutely so here  we are  

this morning   

 

To jump  right in, this is a description  of Elizabeth  put together, which I 

think is a  great description of  micro-boards . What we're going to try to  do 

today is make sure that you have some  basic information and basic understanding  

as a tool.  micro-boards , like a lot of personal  support planning takes time  

and commitment and that is  not necessarily your number  one responsibility, but 

your responsibility  does often provide  -- involve or by people  with 

resources. I am doing this  under the relevant of the  larger  context of self-

determination and  community integration   

 

Y. micro-boards  ?   

 

We are going  to gointo a little bit about  micro-boards . We did receive a  

couple  of e-mails ,  so hopefully you are  not thinking that it is just a 

little  bored or a  one-person agency. It is primarily  an agency that  supports 

one-person, but it involves  multiple  team members  >>There are good things 

that micro-boards  does  carry  an --  >> It is creating a win-win situation  or 

a person with  a disability, their trusted ally,  and the government. It does  

provide accountability and there  is a lot of self-determination involved  in  

this aspect. When I was speaking  with Elizabeth and we brought this  topic up, 

why I believe that it  is a  good topic for people who work with  people with 

dramatic  brain industry, the process is long,  but people with dramatic  -- 

traumatic brain injury have a  support system already in place  and my 

experience is a  support system is left out of  the process or left  feeling 

helpless because at some point a lot of  the information, action is in the  

hands of the doctor, social worker,  rehab specialist. The close family  and 

friends are out there wondering  what they  can do, that is where micro-boards  

comes  in   

 

Before we  jump in, these are things that you  are mostly familiar with.  She 

12-- circles of  support  , hopefully everyone  has  one. When people start to  

receive money for services, they  have to make these  things official and people 

get assigned roles  and responsibilities. There are some resources at  the end 



any  thing by  John O'Brien are all great resources  having to do it circles of  

support   

 

micro-boards  is an option  for community exclusive  -- inclusion.This is 

circles of  support  around an individual to create a nonprofit organization  to 

help able achieve their  individual goals. You kind of have  the circles of 

support   getting formal for the creation  of a  nonprofit organization. All of 

this  is Steve's -- steeped in the principles  of South to termination   

 

--  Self determination   

 

This is a definition of  the  -- self-determination. There are  a couple of 

words that I have highlighted  that should be kept in mind.  Ability, but to be 

--  opportunity, participation, contribute  and support. These are key  words, 

fundamental to any type of  person  centered planning or support that  you may 

do and helping people  become more self-sufficient or integrated  into  the 

community   

 

Here we are with a  quick definition of person centered  planning was done by 

the national  Council  on disability's. They take a lot  of forms, essential  

lifestyles plans, maps and flags  -- paths, personal  future planning, but they 

basically  all  have this core concept that they  are a plan developed by the 

individual  with  a disability, with the support of  the family, friends and 

other  -- others. It is not one  single meeting. It is  a process, a  planned 

process that involves more  than somebody being at a meeting  or  one meeting. 

It is an  ongoing process   

 

This is Elizabeth. It says for  one year. I know this is specific  to a person  

centered planning, but are there  any restrictions when you develop  a micro-

boards on the length of  time it will run  ?   

 

The reason why the year is  in their  -- there is  because people think of  

person centers process as part  of another funding process that  they have. It 

is based on  intellectual disability. These plans  are justification for their 

support.  Maps and paths look at goals from  year to year, but all of us have  

long-term goals  and hopefully, the year-to-year  goals are fitting  into that.   

 

Often  with dramatic -- traumatic  brain injury, abilities and  years -- needs 

can change rapidly  in the  first year. Could  a plan be evaluated every month,  

every quarter  ?  it sounds like it is up to the individual  >>When you get into  

micro-boards , they have all of  the functions of  a board, they can meet 

monthly  or quarterly and that can be where  they  update plans. Plans are  

living, but  they are the justified  funding mechanism so you are required  to 

have the plan updated at least  annually  for most  dollar issues   

 

I want to thank Elizabeth for  jumping in. My experience has been  a lot with 

person  centered planning with adults with  intellectual disabilities and mental  

health concerns. I asked Elizabeth  to sit next to me and interject  any thing 

that would be relevant  to you guys who do a lot more work  in the  TBI 

community   

 

We have the ingredients for circle  of support. Nothing earth shattering  here, 

except for the first one,  which I think is very important  and I will speak a 

little bit more  about thatwhere micro-boards  fall  

     apart. He has to have a committed  champion and I think that committed  

champion can combat -- from a  lot of community resources. Very  often it is a 

family member. I think  it is a good tool who are  recovering because they have  



loved one who may  feel helpless. I think it is  a good resource for aging there  

is some there appeared valid --  value  for that  

 

In the District of Columbia I  have been involved with a late advocacy  for 

Graham where I have an -- been  involved  -- lay advocacy program where  I have 

in involved in a circles  of  support .   

 

Because of the cross disability  nature of your work and so much  of your work 

takes place outside  of your office, you have to have  a wealth  of information 

on who these people  may be in the community so I wanted  to pull that one  out 

especially   

 

This is the fifth ingredient  and this is where things start to  go from 

holistic circles of  support  discussion into  micro-boards . A  lot of circles 

of support  is built around an agency,  provider agency, community  service 

agency. That is what we are  referring to and that is where we  make the  change 

from a lot of other person  centered planning tools to a  micro-boards .   

 

Why do people make this change  ?   

 

There are a couple of  simple reasons. It is a lot  more adaptable. micro-boards  

have  more flexibility . They are a  small group, there is not a lot  of  

bureaucratic overhead. They give  the individual a little bit  more control over  

their lives and they get to specifically  choose the people who are involved  at 

the decision-making level so  it is not your typical group  of professional 

psychiatrist  and nurses and those individuals  who may only interact with  the 

person a couple of minutes  a day. It  really involves this trusted group  of 

allies to  be successful   

 

It could also minimize some of  the financial arguments that  go on. When 

somebody  is injured and people have different  ideas about whether there should  

be  a Guardian,  a trust, and by developing a board you have  a regular means  

of communication and some outsiders  that can help you in a very  tense time  

>>Let me jump into  micro-boards .  The micro board model is not  for everybody. 

There are a lot of  resources out there, helping people  establish micro boards.  

I resisted the urge to put in a  lot of stories about how wonderful  her boards 

are --  micro  boards are. It is about a 50-50  success rate in  terms of -- 

about half of them  never happened, install part, the  committed champion  

leaves etc. it is not  for everybody. It really takes a  committed group   

 

Having said that, it still is  a resource for  anyone transitioning, whether  a 

student transitioning at age 15  to someone who is transitioning  out of a 

nursing home to someone  coming from 80 institution into  the community where 

time is on  your side. That is not always  the case, but when time is on your  

side, a micro board  may be appropriate   

 

 Jackie Golden is a  local resource. I  followed her at a  research institute 

and I had the  ability to see all the work that  she had  done their.  -- There   

 

She is really an excellent resource  for  micro-boards  >> I had trouble with  

these steps, I broke it down into  four steps, but for anybody  who knows, these 

steps can vary  in length   

 

Step one is identify the Board  of Directors.  NDRN  does two sessions on board 

members and how you identify  them. There are a lot of resources for  the nitty-

gritty  on that.  I think of the Board of Directors  as a circle of support, 



which I  hope, most people have, they may  not think of it as  a cervical -- 

circle  of support or Board  of Directors   

 

Could you go  into methods for how providers can  be a part  of this. They may 

see themselves  as too busy or not wanting to take  direction from  nonmedical 

professionals   

 

 Providers , in this context, I sometimes difficult  because what this process 

does is  it  takes away the  provider's overhead. In a lot of  cases, providers 

are not huge fans  of  micro-boards  in the same way that they are not huge 

fanss of self-direction because  it cuts down on their overhead.  On the  other 

hand, there are resources  that they can  have. People can work with providers  

to provide a certain number of hours  of support. On one level, providers  are 

open to  support people who  make money. This is no different than someone  

coming from a service funding plan.  That is kind of  the hook to get providers 

involved.  As a -- it is also important that  if a person was receiving 

community  based services from an agency and  they decided as a family or as a  

circle of supportthat they wanted  to become a  micro-boards , on the state 

level,  their support does not  change  picture --. If they are allocated  a 

certain number of dollars, none  of  that changes. Where the money goes  

changes, but the services  and support that a person needs  does  not change. On 

the nonmedical part,  those supports are determined by  someone in the medical 

capacity  for your justification  for funding  >>Does that answer your question  

?   

 

There is a fine line   

 

 Step two is  a very detailed piece, which is  articles of incorporation and 

becoming  a nonprofit. Anyone involved in  that process does that there are  a 

few steps involved  in that.  One resource is the local small  business 

administration  for help  with filing .  

 

 Step three is where the provider  comes in. Every state  is different. This is 

where the  knowledge of the state funding system  and how it breaks down could 

be  very valuable in getting support  or resources to someone going through  the 

process. I used to  run into the process not necessarily --  described on the 

website was not  necessarily  the process. You guys all  have experience in that 

part of  it   

 

The last step  is complicated, but it is the  individual budget. A lot of states  

have support brokers and they can  be a resource at the  funding level. The  

micro board can make up  the rules, but they are allowed  to contract with 

nursing agencies  and  support brokers. Support brokers  can be  the ones who 

help with financial  documents that are needed to  verify  services etc. there 

is a lot of  expertise out there. The  one thing that the micro  board does is 

it does not tie into  one  agency to provide all of the support.  It is kind of 

a buffet where you  get to pick  and choose. If there is an issue that comes  up 

with  nursing service, it is much easier to make a switch  under a micro board 

that would be  through  a provider   

 

They would  be contractors. When you are developing  your articles of 

incorporation,  that is when you would be talking  about whether this is a 

formal contract  to provide individual services   

 

And that  varies. Some micro  boards operate as pastors  -- past truce  -- 

pastors for money to  the provider   

 



--  Passed through   

 

They were in a large  metropolitan area where they found  a provider to give 

them the services  that  they needed  >>  

     And Maryland -- in Maryland, do  you know what  funding stream funded 

support brokers  ?   

 

 Waiver service   

 

What I can do after  this call , when I put up the information  on how to join, 

I can also try to  identify waivers in states that  would allow  support 

brokers. It  might also  be something for PDI waivers  and that might be the 

kind of service  that will be encouraged in a  PDI waiver   

 

Because you are a  nonprofit provider , before a lot of  states develop an  

autism waiver, an individual was  getting support that  was basic  individual 

with intellectual disabilities  support and what they needed was  a lot more 

behavioral support and  they needed ready specific --  pretty specific services 

that were  not covered by a  traditional provider. The micro  board read up some 

of the money  so they could contract with some  specific services. It  was way 

of developing  specialized  support before there was a specific  waiver  for 

support   

 

That is the kind of detail that  I am glad to have a list of  that here, because 

I would not  necessarily no   

 

This is where we talk about how  a micro board is a living and  moving thing. 

They are like  any board, you decide when you want  to meet. The whole  idea 

here is to work with  the individual, so these meetings  may need to be at  6 

PM, like a standard for  meeting dashboard --  standard  board meeting   

 

The meetings are flexible in  time  and location. It does not have to  be miles 

and miles away  from people. The  board meetings, because you are  establishing 

the bylaws, you have  some flexibility in how you  do this. There are  past 

practices, --  best practices. There is the  Cisco WebEx, up to  eight people  

can meet and use technology to conduct  meetings that do not involve everybody  

having to take off time or to  travel etc.   

 

There are resources from inside  the VD world that can  be helpful. Parts  of it 

could be open to  board members. You could use technology  to overcome some of  

the obstacles that  micro-boards  can run into with  regular meetings. I think 

the sky's the  limit and terms of what can  be done. Just in terms  of Skype, 

which  is free   

 

These  board actions are  not necessarily  any differentthan the  NDRN  board. 

You have a mission,  a goal, it is usually built  on supporting the  one person 

achieving  certain goals. They have  the mission, they are  mission driven. Like 

a lot of boards,  you are not paid for being on  the board, but you are on the 

board  because it is something that you  are passionate about, something  that 

you care about. Like all  other boards, there is the  fiduciary responsibility 

that comes  with being a board member and that  is where  the bylaws and how you 

track expenditures  need to  be clear. There are a lot of resources  for all of  

these things.  You need -- may be  able to direct people to these things  and 

may not have to be directly  involved with any of it   

 

This  is where  activities -- here are some  board rules simplified for people  

who want to use this as  a tool. Labor laws can be very  in depth, there  are 



regulations. This is where knowing people who  do this professionally, who do 

this  for a living, can be  extremely helpful to a circles of  support  that is 

trying to conduct  

     this   

 

The board ultimately  is possibility is arranging  the support. One of the great 

values  of  micro-boards  is it allows you to pick and choose from a wide righty 

of support. You are  not necessarily tied to  one provider and their version of  

the way community living  should be. You may not have  to wait for  this 

provider, you can use  public transportation, you can use  the money to pay  for 

paratransit.  It allows you to open up the ways  in which to  provide support   

 

This is one of the things that  we are losing too before,  working with  

traditional providers. I believe  that one of the big blocks and a  lot of the  

self-directed stuff is that it takes  away from provider overhead and  so they 

are not very quick to  jump in. It also provides them  with dollars and there 

are ways  to work around that  and they  are valuable because they are a  

tremendous  source of  knowledge regarding state  regulation,  Medicaid etc.   

 

They truly understands how to  get paid for the services that  they provide. It 

also puts the person  in a position where they can go  to work provider and 

possibly  have  some  support unbundled. You may be able to say I only need  XYZ 

support, I do not need the full  cadre of support which you offer  

undersupported living. -- Under  supported living   

 

I could use the money for  another service, maybe it is to  hire a personal 

driver. There  are limitless ways  to you --  use contractors. Sometimes family  

may members they become  support staff  >>One situation I was involved in  with 

a  micro-boards , the individual had  a wonderful support person and  the person 

was making 11 or $12  an hour and did not want  to be a direct care provider.  

By being an employee of  the company, this allow the individual  to make  more 

money, their hourly rate was  able to double because it took away  a lot of the 

overhead. It allows  a person to be in the  individual's life, but it allowed  

them to stay together in something  that worked  out well. I love doing  direct 

care. I don't do it because  it does not pay  my bills >> I want to mention that  

it provides the opportunity to have  nontraditional providers. If somebody  has 

experience with the criminal  justice system  because of a manifestation of 

their  TB I., it could be their  parole officer or somebody who  is interested 

in a  person's employment. Somebody who is familiar with  the local community 

mental  health Center. What do you think  about those nontraditional providers  

should two  >>-- ?   

 

A lot of times  the professional folks have a conflict of interest,  but where I 

have seen it be effective  is where they are able to get  a retired the art 

employee  -- VR employee who was knowledgeable  about  the system. The person 

wanted to enjoy their  retirement, but was not ready to  go off to pasture so 

they had  no problem doing six hours  a week and that developed into a  great 

relationship which manifested  that way. Sometimes people have  the knowledge, 

but may not necessarily  be in the system  because sometimes there is a conflict  

of interest. That does  not mean that if your cousins,  uncles, brother if 

somebody has  experience, that cannot be. Is  it a -- it is a way to branch out  

and think in  nontraditional ways. With  training providers, they provide  a 

good source of training, but they  are not the only source of training.  I 

worked with her  family --  a family  who wanted everybody  to be  CPR 

certified. We went through the American  Red Cross. To work with people with any 

sort  of disability, you do not have to  have training -- CPR training done  by  



the provider. It  allows you not  to be confined in a lot  of ways. People start 

to see a lot  of ways that they can think  outside of  the box   

 

When they are  willing to, some of the things that  providers can bring.  Some 

states,Tennessee Association  of micro-boards  does a lot of this, they  keep 

up-to-date. They  watch legislation and what changes  are  being made.Not 

necessarily the role  of the  micro-boards , but they need to  be informed if 

there is a change  to a regulation  with may -- which may  affect them   

 

This is something that I  said before. I wanted to  ask plans-- expands the 

description  of  micro-boards .  

     Number seven kind of break  that down. It  explains it a little bit more 

especially  around the  government peace. This challenged  me to  go back to why 

these things were  popular, it gives a true  sense  of accountability, which 

government  regulators like. You are not handing  over a bushel basket  of money 

for support for  an individual, they still have to  account for the money the  

same way as a large  provider does  >> Even though I simplified  some slides, 

micro boards are not  for everybody. This is  one approach. In a lot of cases, 

it is a really  good solution to a lot of  the things that you may see  a lot   

 

When are  the accountability things that a  board would have that you think  

would be of benefit  ?   

 

They have to follow  accounting practices. If I  set up facts might go board  -- 

Zack micro board and  they get $7000 for support, I  have to buy a yearly 

accounting  of how I spend  that money. You have  to file forms with  the IRS , 

you have to have good accounting  practices to account for that money   

 

A lot of people might think  of a representative payee as another  option or a 

person to include in  a micro board. You  are familiar with the state 

requirements  for that. Do you see  any differences  ?   

 

Because of the work involved,  it would not be the ideal way to  set it up, but 

if somebody  has a Viper board established --  micro board, it could certainly  

be the payee   

 

The  micro board is its own  nonprofit entity. It is a  little bit different 

than the traditional  501(c) three   

 

 A micro board could  certainly be  the  payee and caution in a lot of the  same 

ways.  Micro boards are ideal  for transition because true transitions  take 

time and they are  person centers  -- centered. Someone starting the  transition 

at age 15, this  could be an  IEP goal. I saw micro  boards used for an 

individual  who was  constantly and -- in an out  of short-term stays in a 

psychiatric  hospital and what was becoming  very clear after him going through  

several providers is that the standard  provider model was not necessarily  

working for him. He had a  lot of people here that along the  way really cared 

about him and that  group was able to  get together and  rallied around him and 

establish  the micro board for  this person. They had stop the  revolving door .  

     -- Stopped the  revolving door. The micro board  was able to get around 

some of the  constraints of the  traditional system. This is a way  to put some 

funding into  customized support   

 

 Micro boards  can be  an alternative to the loss of certain  guardianship laws 

. Because of who  you are and your vast resources  and the fact that  you know  

disability organizations, you  may have experienced in the mental  health 

community. A micro board  allows people to tap into all of  those resources   



 

Everything  I did, I just wanted to explain  micro boards and give the  nitty-

gritty because I  did receive after Elizabeth sent  out  the announcement, e-

mails asking what a  micro  board is   

 

I think it has an  odd name, which does not do us  any good   

 

One of the reasons that I hope  you will share with others this  webcast is that  

in a  TBI community it is much  less known and yet it offers  the flexibility 

for people  with TBI who have  a potential range of issues that  do not fit into 

the normal Medicaid  funding category. I would really  like to spread the word 

to a whole  new community and hope that you  can help us  do that   

 

Now we can take  questions, operator   

 

We will now begin the question  and answer session.  If you have a question, 

please press  star, one on your  touchdown phone. If you are using a 

speakerphone,  you may need to pick up  the handset  >> At the moment, we have  

no questions   

 

I do want to let you know that  we have connections with  the folks that are 

micro board experts  and we encourage you, if you are  interested  in this,  

     contact us and we can help you  reach out and  work on a more  individual 

level.   

 

Thank you for joining us and  have a  great weekend   

 

This concludes  today's conference, and you may  now -- you may  now disconnect  

>>  

     [event concluded]  


